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About This Software

Game Character Hub is the ultimate program for creating and editing 2D game assets. It provides a built-in generator for
character and tileset creation. While the program was made to be compatible with RPG Maker XP, VX and VX Ace, the

elements found in the program should work with other 2D game engines as well. RPG Maker assets are for RPG Maker use
only.

Key Features

With Game Character Hub, you can easily create characters by choosing generator parts provided in the program. Simply select
a template, add items and you're done! You can also create your own custom templates and parts. Note that almost the same

logic applies to tilesets, so it doesn't necessarily need to be characters!
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With Game Character Hub's flexible layering, you can easily customize parts according to your needs; such as changing the
opacity, renaming, merging and deleting parts to name a few.

Game Character Hub's Preview window lets you see whats going on without having to stop what you're doing! You can pause
the animation and change different settings such as the animation speed, background color and even zoom! You can also set

custom animation previews with the Animation Management feature. Useful if you want to see if your Autotiles or Behaviour
poses seamlessly transition to one another!

With Game Character Hub's palette editor, it's easier for you to create your own palettes and change values. What's more is that
you can generate palette colors from all visible layers or specific ones. Great for finding the colors you need!

Tired of manually merging tile sheets on your own? Game Character Hub has a built in tileset merger to save you the work!
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Game Character Hub allows you to easily convert your character assets for different RPG Maker engines.

Other Features Include...

Flexible GUI Layout - Change the layout of the program to your liking!

Expansive History Window - Easily undo and redo artwork at any point in time during development.
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Title: Game Character Hub
Genre: Design & Illustration, Utilities
Developer:
Sebastien Bini
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 23 May, 2014
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English,French
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This game does not support Coop.
Steam is misleading clients with it's game description
There are NO servers to connect to, which means you CANNOT play COOP
You can however play LAN COOP, but that is NOt what is says.
Steam has it listed as SINGLE PLAYER AND COOP
The game should READ.......
SINGLE PLAYER and LAN COOP

I purchased this game for friends, only to find out we cannot play it at all.
I will be contacting Steam for a full refund
. This game scares the crap out of me! It's punishing but really good. If you like dungeon crawler games then you should like
this.. I am really surprised to see so many possitive feedbacks. This game has nothing to do with the word "good". Physics is
awefull, so is the gameplay. A limited number of tracks that you have to ride over and over again, only six cars that are not
different one from the other and, on the top of that, idiotic and so unrealistic damage and hit system. Really - don't buy it.
Wanted to play it with my friend in coop but would look for something else.. overall a good point n click. Love it ! Makes ya
think.. looks like crap. Oh boy. Good game... but so insanely hard I had to refund. And here's the thing I like hard games, I
really do but this is insane.

Even though I was the Quake 2 champ of Quebec for a year, leader-boarded Diablo 3 with a totally unique Monk build, and
managed to 1CC Metal Slug X in the arcade, I can't beat even the simplest of levels in this game.

My reflexes aren't really as bad as you might think... the game doesn't ramp you up at a sufficient pace. It's 100 KM\/h from the
second you start.
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This is one of those times where I really wish that Steam offered something other than "yes" and "no" for recommendations.
This game definitely belongs in the "meh" category.

As hidden object games go, it's not awful. The main problem is that the game doesn't know what it wants to be. Is it trying to be
a hidden object game or is it trying to be a point-and-click adventure game? In many ways it feels like it's trying to be both.
When compared to other HO games, it was rather lacking in HO puzzles containing maybe half of what I would get in other HO
games.

Sadly, there are so many things that hurt this game, some small, some not.

The achievements are not working properly. I played the entire game without using hints at all. Yet a few of the achievements
related to not using hints never got triggered.

Usage of many objects required multiple clicks - once to activate, then again to drag to the objective. Sometimes it would allow
a single-click drag-and-drop, but that was in a minority. Most of the times I have to click then click again to drag-and -drop
which is borderline idiotic.

But by far the biggest annoyance with this game is that so many items were placed at the very top and very bottom of the screen
so that you just barely would be able to see the items. I don't know who thought that this would be a good idea - it was probably
some developer who thought "well, it will be a CHALLENGE" - but this was by far the most frustrating part of the game. There
are several times where objects were almost completely obscured by the inventory bar at the bottom, which cannot be lowered,
and a few times where only a part of the object could be seen at the top because the rest was out of the frame! Stupid, stupid
design choice!

The story? Meh. The conclusion was more of a "you have GOT to be kidding me" due to how lame it really was. Don't
misunderstand me -- HO games rarely have intriguing plots, but this was one of the weaker ones.

Again, the game isn't AWFUL. When it's not being annoying, it's standard HO fare. But unfortunately this game has a LOT of
annoyances. I won't say that I don't recommend it, just be aware that you might get frustrated -- a lot. For those reasons, I have
to mark this as a "not recommended". There are better HO games out there that don't have the frustrations that this one has..
make this game with hl2 engine. I'm shocked to see how addictive this little game is considering it's price tag. Sure it has a few
flaws, but the fact that I spent 8 hours of play time in 1 sitting kind of says a lot about how good this game is. It's regular price is
only $4 and it goes on sale for like half that on occasion.

The difficulty curve seems to be well balanced in a way that it's constant and kind of time oriented (meaning the less patient you
are, the more difficult it'll be). The game seems to be very stable, no crashes or even a hint of a glitch anywhere yet. The game
is widescreen only and at low resolution, though it looks fine for what it is and it plays fine on my 4:3 monitor too.

I highly recommend this game to anyone looking for an enjoyable time consuming game.. I got this game as a gift after playing
the free demo. I really enjoyed the game but I wish it was longer.. I'm enjoying this game a lot, definitely one of my favorite
vive games so far.

I've been addicted to the mobile sword mode, I love launching myself at drones and slicing through them with a giant beam
saber. Wait for a wave to start, launch myself at one or two until the drones telegraph an attack, then hover in mid-air and stare
them down catching all their bullets feet from my face, drop that garbage and go back to flying around chopping up drones.
When I say launch I mean throw, you hold the button and telekinetically throw yourself in the direction you want to go. Stabbing
is extra fun when you can launch yourself straight at them or death from above them.

The mobile wave mode is my second favorite where both hands use telekinesis. You can grab items individually which then
become attached to that hand, or you can just have it automatically grab everything nearby. Then you fling the items you have
attached to the hand in the direction you want them to go. You don't move or aim it, you just throw it. That makes it sort of
tough to be accurate, luckily you tend to have 20-30 things attached to each hand your throwing all over the damn place. A lot of
times I can't hit a drone on the first throw, so I throw it up into the air about where they are, then in the direction they are
instead trying to go straight from the ground directly at them. I like to get everything spread out all over the level, then as soon
as the wave starts throw everything straight up. Or keep one hand's objects hovering by the ceiling and one on the floor, then
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switch them as soon as the wave starts. How your throwing stuff depends on how spread out your stuff is too, when it's all
clumped together you have to aim better, otherwise you can really just shotgun crap all over the stage to get a lot of the drones
in a wave.

There are a of couple modes, a couple of enemies types with different attacks\/weaknesses, and some bosses. I'd say it's light on
content, but it's $3. That's nothing for this game, I'd pay $10 easy now that I've played it. Also it's still in early access, next
update is adding a graphics update, robots, and a city level with throwable cars. Really enjoying this game.. Positiv
Very exciting.
Very interesting.
Kawaii Pixel Art ^-^ Like a visual novel :3

-Negativ
Game is tooo short.
The windows are too tiny.
No motivation to play this game ,-,. Why so many negatives reviews? this is some great DLC. You can play with skins of Kain
and Raziel, the main characters from the Legacy of Kain series. Not only that, the cutscenes have voice acting taken from the
games, and altrough it would have been awesome to listen to Simon Templeman and Michael Bell doing some new work, the
guys behind this DLC managed to made some hilarious conversations between these two. If you are a fan of the LoK series, get
this ASAP, and if you are not..what are you waiting for, get those games!. Love this game! Challenging but a heap of fun and
excitement and nostalgically brings me back to the retro games I played growing up.
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